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milk at store

you get
enough snow
to go sledding

kids go wild
and destroy
the house
waiting for the
storm

it actually
snows

it actually
snows

someone
mentions a
storm from
back in the
day

church is
cancelled

thunder snow

someone
mentions
bread and
milk

you slip on ice

no bread and
milk at store

someone
mentions
bread and milk

state of
emergency
declared

you run out of
hot chocolate

church is
cancelled

you manage to
build a
snowman...of
sorts

The North
laughs at you

ice pellets

someone
mentions a
storm from
back in the
day

use up all your
snow days

FREE
SPACE

you dress your
child in plastic
bags to
waterproof
them

the forecast
was way off

delay start

use up all your
ice melt

Bingo Card ID 030

Bingo Card ID 029

Winter in the South
someone
abandons their
car in the
middle of the
road

Winter in the South
thunder snow

no bread and
milk at store

church is
cancelled

kids go wild
and destroy
the house
waiting for the
storm

you run out of
hot chocolate

state of
emergency
declared

you manage to
build a
snowman...of
sorts

it actually
snows

the forecast
was way off

you slip on ice

someone
abandons
their car in
the middle of
the road

you run out of
hot chocolate

use up all
your snow
days

you dress your
child in plastic
bags to
waterproof
them

state of
emergency
declared

FREE
SPACE

someone
mentions
bread and milk

ice pellets

you manage to
build a
snowman...of
sorts

you slip on ice

it actually
snows

delay start

someone
mentions a
storm from
back in the
day

you get
enough snow
to go sledding

use up all your
snow days

school
cancelled for
no apparent
reason

you dress your
child in plastic
bags to
waterproof
them

school
cancelled for
no apparent
reason

someone
mentions
bread and
milk

early release

you put winter
clothes in the
dryer twice in
one day

The North
laughs at you

use up all your
ice melt

power goes
out

delay start

you put winter
clothes in the
dryer twice in
one day

The North
laughs at you

ice pellets

no bread and
milk at store

church is
cancelled

early release

someone
mentions a
storm from
back in the
day

power goes
out

the forecast
was way off

FREE
SPACE

kids go wild
and destroy
the house
waiting for the
storm

you get
enough snow
to go sledding

use up all your
ice melt

thunder snow

